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Bio
Aaron Sprecher is co-founder and partner of Open Source Architecture (www.o-s-a.com). He completed his graduate studies at the University of California at Los Angeles. His research and design work focus on the synergy between information technologies, computational languages and automated digital systems, examining the way in which technology informs and generates innovative approaches to design processes. Beside numerous publications and exhibitions, he has lectured in many institutions including University of Pennsylvania (Conversation | Information Information N-formations: Coded Organisms), McGill University (In-fluence Af-fluence Con-fluence | Notes on N-dimensional proxemics) and Rice University (Dissipative Architecture). Aaron Sprecher is co-curator and co-editor of the groundbreaking exhibition and publication The Gen(H)ome Project (MAK Center, Los Angeles, 2006). He is a recipient of numerous awards, among others, Fellow of Syracuse University Center of Excellence. Aaron Sprecher is Assistant Professor at Syracuse University School of Architecture.